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1. Which of the following are statements? LOt {

• Math is hard. 
• There was measurable rainfall yesterday at the airport. 
• How hot is it? EXM1( 

2. Translate the sentence into symbolic form: "The food is sweet and it is not spicy". RQ/)80 
3. Write a truth table for (pvq) /",J (q"{r) 

4. Write the negation for each of the statements below 
(a) The car is blue 
(b) No cars are blue 
(c) Some cars are blue 

5. Write the compound statement - p"{q as a sentence given that 

p: The birds are hungry 
q: The birds are thirsty 
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SETS 


1. Express the shaded region in set notation: I@ I 
2. A class of math students can be grouped in the following sets: 

A={xlx is a woman} B={xlx has taken Economics} 

Find the set of women who have not taken Economics in set builder notation 


3. A store has sold 100 microwaves. 80 of the microwaves have turntables and 40 of them have programs. If 
90 of them have programs or turntables, how many have only turntables? 

4. A survey of two hundred students is done at a school cafeteria. Use the information given to fill in a Venn 
diagram: 


55 students like pizza and burritos. 

130 students did not like chicken. 

30 students like all three items. 

35 students like burritos but did not like chicken. 

55 students like only pizza. 

60 students like exactly 2 of these dishes. 

15 students like chicken and pizza but not burritos. 


5. Shade the region corresponding to 
(a) {xlx¢ A orxEB} (b) (AUBr (c) (AnBC)UC (d) (BUC)nA C 

6. Define the following sets. Note that U is the universal set. Decide if each statement is true or false. 

U ={O, 1, 2,3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8} A ={l, 2, 3} B ={2, 4, 6} C={3, 5, 7} 


(a) 8 and C are disjoint (b) 1~ A (c) Be B (d) {3,5} E C 

(e) AnB=2 (t) AUC={1,2,3,3,5,7} 

(J) (p\(\6jC bY' AC. u e,C 
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